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Introduction

The call for empiricism within cognitive linguistics
was launched more than 25 years ago 

(e.g. Sandra and Rice 1995; Cuyckens et al. 1997) 
 

10 years ago Laura Janda wrote that both the field of
cognitive linguistics as a whole and the journal

Cognitive Linguistics have taken a quantitative turn
(Janda 2013)



Background

Janda (2013) surveyed all of the articles published in
the journal from its first volume in 1990 through to
the volume of 2012 and observed an exponential
growth in studies that use statistical analysis of

corpus data and experimental findings.



Our aim

We want to follow up on the original survey conducted by
Janda (2013) by looking at the articles published in the

journal Cognitive Linguistics from 2012 to 2022. 
 

In our systematic review, we will focus mainly on
experimental methods.



Predictions

We expect the number of papers using experimental
methods to have risen over the years

inter alia, we expect the rise in more complex
research designs and more advanced statistical
modelling techniques

cf. some of the methodological discussions that have
taken place in the field of linguistics in general (e.g.
Dąbrowska 2010, 2016; Edelman and Christiansen
2003; Gibson and Fedorenko 2010, 2013; Grieve 2021;
Sprouse and Almeida 2013).



What is the relative proportion
of using experiments in
comparison with other

methods, e.g. corpus analysis,
for conducting cognitive

linguistic research? 

Question 1
Are some experimental

designs used more often and
hence deemed more suitable

to answer the types of
research questions cognitive

linguists are interested in?

Question 2

Questions



Data

Year Articles

2012 20

2013 20

2014 22

2015 19

2016 24

2017 22

Year Articles

2018 21

2019 26

2020 22

2021 22

2022 23

Total 241



DOI: DOI of the article
Year: the year of publication
Issue: the issue of publication
Method: corpus study, experimental study, combination
qualitative study
Experiment_yes/no: Does the study report the findings of an
experiment? - Yes/No
Type of experiment: Type of experiment as described in the
article
N of participants: Number of participants
N of test items: Number of test items
Keywords: List of keywords copied from the article
Language(s): Language(s) that have been studied

Data



Janda (2013) surveyed all of the articles published in
Cognitive Linguistics from its inaugural volume in 1990
through to 2012.
A total of 331 articles were surveyed (excluding review
articles, book reviews, overviews, commentaries,
replies, squibs, CLiPs, introductions to special issues)
She defined a "quantitative article" as an article in
which "a researcher reports numbers for some kind of
authentic language data" (Janda 2013: 4)
141 quantitative articles during 1990-2012 (42%)

Results (Janda 2013) 



Results (Janda 2013) 

Janda (2013: 4-5) divides the
history of Cognitive
Linguistics into two eras:

1990-2007 - most articles
were not quantitative

2008-2012 most articles were
quantitative



"The majority of quantitative articles in our journal report
corpus data (34%) or experimental data (48%) or a
combination of the two (6%), and acquisition data (which
can involve both corpus and experimental data) is also
steadily represented (12%)." (Janda 2013: 5)
"We can thus securely identify 2008-2012 as a distinct
period in the history of Cognitive Linguistics. During this
period quantitative analysis emerges as common practice,
dominating the pages of our journal." (Janda 2013: 6)

Results (Janda 2013) 



Our results



What is the relative proportion
of using experiments in
comparison with other

methods, e.g. corpus analysis,
for conducting cognitive

linguistic research? 

Question 1

Questions



Our results

Corpus data
41% (98)

Qualitative data
29% (70)

Experimental data
25% (62)

Combination
5% (11)

Articles in Cognitive Linguistics
(2012-2022), N = 241 
(171 of these are quantitative)



Our results



Are some experimental
designs used more often and
hence deemed more suitable

to answer the types of
research questions cognitive

linguists are interested in?

Question 2

Questions



Our results
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Experimental designs used in
Cognitive Linguistics (2012-2022)



Gilquin & Gries (2009)



Gilquin & Gries (2009)



What languages have been
studied on the pages of

Cognitive Linguistics from
2012 - 2022? 

Additional question

Questions



Our results
Languages covered in Cognitive

Linguistics (2012-2022)
over 66 different languages



Our results



 Our findings

01 Over 70% of articles are
quantitative = 41% corpus data,
25% experimental data, 5%
combination of both (cf. Janda
2013: ~20% experimental data)

03 Over 66 different languages
have been studied; the most
frequent ones are Indo-
European languages (English,
Dutch, Spanish, German, ASL)

02 Most frequent experimental
designs include: elicitation task,
rating task, forced choice task,
survey, eye-tracking, self-paced
reading experiment

04 Sometimes, it is surprisingly
difficult to understand what
exactly the researchers have
studied and how - methodology,
participants, items, etc.

Experiments on the pages of Cognitive Linguistics from 2012 to 2022



There are naturally those within the field who claim
that there is too much “number-crunching” and too
little introspective (qualitative) research being done
(Langacker 2016), and those who claim that the field

is still very much dependent on introspective data
and not enough empirical research is being done

(Dąbrowska 2016).

Discussion



"...  research articles published in four major corpus linguistics
journals in 2009 and 2019. The results display a marked change: in

2009, a clear majority of the articles exhibit a preference for
linguistic description over statistical reporting; in 2019, the exact

opposite is true." 
 

"Whilst the increased statistical focus may reflect increased
methodological sophistication, our results show that it has come at a

cost: a diminished focus on linguistic description, evident, for
example, through fewer text excerpts and linguistic examples, which

appears to be symptomatic of increasing distance from the
language that is the object of study."

 

Larsson, T., Egbert, J., & Biber, D. (2022). On the status of statistical reporting
versus linguistic description in corpus linguistics: A ten-year perspective.

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/349574088_On_the_status_of_statistical_reporting_versus_linguistic_description_in_corpus_linguistics_A_ten-year_perspective


"A linguist can bring speakers of different languages or
dialects into the lab to compare some aspect of language

production or perception, but such analyses will necessarily
be observational, as the linguist cannot directly control the

social background of speakers."
 

"For this reason, linguistics has traditionally been an
observational field of study. Observation is the basis of many

modern fields of linguistics, [...] allowing for important
theories and models of language to be developed and

assessed, generally without any reliance on experimentation."
 

Grieve, Jack. 2021. Observation, experimentation, and replication in linguistics.
Linguistics, 59: 5, 1343–1356.



Justification for the choice of the journal Cognitive
Linguistics (cf. Janda 2013) - it gives us the most
consistent perspective available on the use of
experiments in the field. 
Cognitive linguists who are using experimental work in
their research may choose other venues for
publishing their research. 
Our aim was to give an overview of the situation as it is
portrayed on the pages of the “official” journal.

Caveat



Is there a rise in more complex research designs and more
advanced statistical modelling techniques?
What are the implications and conclusions drawn by
researchers applying different methods - every method
counts but for what? 

In our future work, we want to extend the survey to include
other prominent venues for cognitive linguists.

Fostering the discussion on the importance of methodological
decisions and what these decisions entail in terms of
interpreting the data and building cognitive linguistic theories.

Future work
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